
 

Year 4 Homework Grid – Summer 1 

Please find resources on the Year 4 class page to support your child with the tasks in the grid below. 

These tasks are open-ended so most can be presented in any way your child chooses. 

Geography 
 
Cocoa trees like a tropical 
climate. Design a poster to 
explain where and how cocoa 
trees grow. You could include 
information about which 
continents and countries the 
cocoa trees grow in and how 
the pods grow and then get 
harvested. 

 

DT 
 
Many design aspects are 
important when it comes to 
packaging chocolate products: 
name, font, colour, shape, images 
and other information. Design 
your own appealing packaging 
for a new chocolate product. 
 

PSHE 
 
The life of a cocoa farmer is 
often hard and they can 
face many problems. The 
Fairtrade Foundation’s 
main aims are to secure a 
better deal for farmers and 
workers. Find out more 
about the Fairtrade 
Foundation by reading more about it and playing 
a game of fair or not fair. 
 

Art 
 
The lettering used for any product’s name on the 
packaging is thought about carefully by artists. It 
has to be eye-catching, memorable unique and 
instantly recognisable. Explore different styles of 
graphic writing and create your own lettering 
for a new chocolate bar.

 
 

      Science 
 
What happens to the temperature 
of a hot liquid if it was left for 
one hour? Heat travels from 
warmer to cooler places, so the 
temperature of the liquid will 
drop. Experiment to find a way to 

slow down the loss of heat by wrapping a good 
insulator around the drink container. What 
material will keep your hot chocolate warm for 
the longest? 
 

 History 
 

Find out why cocoa is 
called the ‘food of the 
gods’, by reading the 
legend of 
Quetzalcoatl. After 
getting familiar with 
the legend, illustrate 
the story.  
 


